The compact and classic nasal masks
designed to easily fit everyone
Every patient’s face is different, but our new AirFit N20
and AirFit N20 Classic nasal masks make it quick and easy
to fit a broad range of patients.
Patients who like a clear line of sight will love the compact
version while those who prefer a classic mask will appreciate
the freedom and flexibility of the new adaptive frame.

Designed to fit

Soft and gentle

Made to mix and match

Every AirFit mask features the
InfinitySeal™ silicone cushion which
delivers a robust seal regardless of facial
shape or size.

Both the classic and compact masks are
gentle on the skin. With a soft cushion
and headgear, your patients will enjoy a
more comfortable therapy experience.

The AirFit N20 and AirFit N20 Classic
nasal masks use the same cushion for
greater flexibility and efficiency. You have
fewer products to manage; your patients
have more options to choose from.

ResMed.com/AirFit20

92% of patients said they preferred
wearing the AirFit N20 over the current
market-leading nasal mask.1
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Soft frame
Padding has been
seamlessly incorporated
into the face-side of the
frame to ensure comfort
at every touchpoint.

Visual freedom
Let patients see and
do more in bed with
an under-the-eye frame
that combines all-round
stability and less facial
contact.
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Extra movement
A short, flexible tube
interconnects the elbow
to the machine tube, allowing
patients to move more easily
without encountering tube
drag or leakage.

Fast fitting time
Taking the mask on and
off is convenient and easy,
with magnetic clips
that guide the headgear
to the frame in seconds.
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In an international study, AirFit N20
fit 99.4% of all patients.2
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Classic support
Forehead support from an
adaptive frame provides
stability and adjusts mask
tension in response to
movement.

Quick to disconnect
The quick-release elbow
is simple to connect and
disconnect, so patients
can move in and out of
bed with ease.
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Easy fitting
Classic velcro tabs for
fitting and smooth slide-in
hooks for fastening make
everyday handling easy.
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Sizing tips
AirFit N20 and AirFit N20 Classic masks
have three interchangeable cushion sizes
- small, medium and large.
The modular design of the AirFit N20
masks means each size cushion easily
clicks into the same mask frame, so you
can swap between them with ease for
more flexibility.
We recommend that you refer to the
mask fitting template to gauge which
size is the most suitable for each
of your patients.
You can download it on
ResMed.com/AirFit20

Product codes
AirFit N20
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AirFit N20 for Her: Small
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AirFit N20 Classic

Europe 1: English (UK), Arabic, Dutch (Belgium, Netherlands), French, German and Italian (Switzerland)
Europe 2: English, Danish, Estonian, Finnish, Norwegian, Russian and Swedish
Europe 3: English, Bulgarian, Czech, Greek, Hungarian, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Spanish and Turkish

88% of patients ranked AirFit N20
higher in comfort over the market-leading
nasal mask.2

One cushion. A range of technological advances
for comfort and stability

Innovative InfinitySeal loops
Adapt to each patient’s individual
features to ensure a robust seal
regardless of facial type or mask
movement.
Adaptive folds
Accomodate a wide range
of nasal shapes and sizes
by curving to the profile of
each wearer to maintain seal.
Soft nasal bridge
Shapes to a patient’s nasal
bridge to minimise the likelihood
of red marks.
Supportive side padding
Nestles alongside the wide
cheek area for added stability
and coverage.
Flexible undercushion
Buffers the cheeks with
contoured silicone to ensure
a good seal around each nasal
crease.

Soft top lip envelope
Gently tapers to ease the
pressure around the upper lip
for a relaxed and natural feel.
Spacious top lip area
Comfort

Stability

Provides ample clearance
space for the mouth and lips
to comfortably move.

Fitting guide
for AirFit N20 compact
1

for AirFit N20 Classic
1

2

• Start by ensuring the magnets
on the lower straps are
unclipped.
• If they are clipped, detach them
by twisting and pulling them
away from the frame.

3

• Pull the headgear over the head
making sure the ResMed logo is
facing outwards.

5

• Adjust the fastening tabs on
the upper straps until the mask
feels even and stable.
• Reattach the fastening tabs.

• Connect the device’s air tube to
the elbow, then click the elbow
into the front of the mask.
• Start your device.

• Ensure the mask logo is facing
downwards.
• Hold the mask against your face
and pull the headgear over your
head.

4

• Bring the lower straps below your • Adjust the velcro tabs on the
ears, and hook the straps into the
upper straps until the mask feels
mask frame.
even and stable. Do not overtighten.
• Reattach the velcro tabs.

5

6

• Repeat Step 4 with the lower
straps.

• Start with the lower straps
unhooked from the frame.

3

4

• Position the lower straps so
they both sit below the ears.
• Bring each of the magnets up to
meet their corresponding clips
on the frame.
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• Repeat Step 4 with the lower
straps.
• Reattach the fastening tabs.

• Connect your device’s air tube to
the elbow, then click the elbow
into your mask.
• Start your device.

Refer to the user guide for further instructions.

Additional options
• A patient can position the lower part of the headgear over or under
their hair to suit any hairstyle preference.

1 ResMed internal study of 24 existing ResMed patients, conducted between 23/11/2015 - 21/12/2015 comparing the market leading mask with AirFit N20 ; ID A3695085.
2 ResMed AirFit N20 internal global fitting study of 159 existing ResMed patients, conducted 12/11/2015 ; ID A3697629.
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